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Abstract
In developing the Regional Haze technical support documents for Colorado’s twelve Class I
Areas (CIAs), the Air Pollution Control Division “Division” created a technical analysis tool
known as the Emissions Trace or “ET.” The ET graphically combines the vast array of regional
haze information, data and analysis contained on the Western Regional Air Partnership (WRAP)
Technical Support System (TSS) website into a “trace” that tracks particulate impacts at the CIA
to the sources of emissions. The ET merges information from the PM Source Apportionment
Technology (PSAT) modeling, Weighted Emissions Potential (WEP) modeling and maps, and
emissions inventory with the statewide stationary source and area source pivot tables. The ET is
specific to each CIA for six pollutants (e.g. sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon, elemental carbon,
fine soil and coarse mass). It focuses on the worst days in 2018 to allow for easy identification
of significant natural and anthropogenic sources and the percentage contribution of each category
of emissions.
Introduction
Colorado has a long history of working on visibility issues including the study of the Denver
Brown Cloud in the 1970s and 1980s, implementation of the Denver Urban Visibility Standard1
in 1990; USFS certification of visibility impairment at the Mt. Zirkel Wilderness in 1993 and
associated visibility study2 and our active involvement in the Grand Canyon Visibility Transport
Commission and Western Regional Air Partnership.
In December of 2007, the Colorado Air Quality Control Commission approved most of our
Regional Haze State Implementation Plan (SIP) including all required plan elements except for
the reasonable progress process of setting Class I area goals and associated consultation with
federal land managers and nearby states. Upon approval by the Colorado Legislature, our plan
should be formally submitted to EPA sometime in June 2008. At that time Colorado will join the
few states with submitted RH SIPs and likely be the first western state to do so.
The Colorado emissions trace analysis for sulfate, nitrate, organic carbon (OC), elemental carbon
(EC), fine soil and coarse mass (CM) can be found in Section 8 of the Regional Haze Technical
Support Documents for Colorado’s twelve CIAs. These documents are on the Division’s website
at the following link:
http://www.cdphe.state.co.us/ap/regionalhaze.html.

Sulfate Emissions Trace
Sulfate is perhaps most closely associated with point source emissions since coal-fired boilers
represent the majority of sulfur emissions in the west. Figure 1 illustrates an example sulfate ET
for Great Sand Dunes National Park & Preserve (GRSA) that is based on Preliminary
Reasonable Progress (PRP) emission projections for 2018.
Figure 1: 2018 PRP sulfate emissions trace for GRSA

The information included in the ET is a consolidation of WRAP modeling and emission
inventory data that can be obtained on the WRAP TSS website at the following link:
http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/tss/Results/HazePlanning.aspx
In the above figure, the purple highlighted areas denote the general source of the columns of
information listed directly below. Areas highlighted in gray (analysis tool) identify the more
specific source of the information displayed in each column. For example, the far left gray
column (e.g. GRSA sulfate = 21.2%) is obtained from baseline period IMPROVE (Interagency
Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments) monitoring data for the worst days in the metric
of reconstructed extinction. Table 1 includes the data used to calculate percent sulfate extinction
based on the 5-year average that excludes Rayleigh light scattering. Rayleigh, which refers to
the scattering of light due to air molecules, is excluded from this calculation because the ET is
focused on extinction associated with air pollution emissions.

Table 1:

Baseline period reconstructed extinction using IMPROVE monitoring data for 20%
worst days at GRSA

The map in the lower left of Figure 1 is a zoom view of the SOx WEP map for the 20% worst
days at GRSA. It identifies the 36-kilometer grid cells that contribute to 2018 PRP SO2
emissions. The location of the IMPROVE monitor is indicated by a green star surrounded by
100 km and 200 km radius concentric circles. The WEP map tool is an analysis technique that
distinguishes the predominant emission source regions contributing haze-forming pollutants at
each CIA based on 5-years of historical meteorology. The CIA specific WEP map for each haze
pollutant is determined by multiplying the annual emission inventory for all source categories by
the Air Mass Residence Time (2000-04) values that are normalized relative to each CIA. The
resultant map provides the distance weighted emissions potential of each grid cell relative to the
CIA receptor. The darker colored grid cells denote the highest contributors and the lighter
colored grid cells are lesser contributors to impacts at GRSA. It is important to note that the
WEP analysis does not address secondary particulate formation (e.g. no complex chemistry) or
deposition at the CIA receptor.
The upper left side of Figure 1 contains the PSAT modeled output. Sulfate particles are tracked
under three different categories: natural secondary aerosol (denoted in light green), natural &
anthropogenic primary aerosol (denoted in light yellow) and anthropogenic secondary aerosol
(denoted in blue). Secondary sulfate aerosol generally forms through a reaction between gaseous
NH3 and SO2 resulting in an ammonium sulfate particle, often referred to as “sulfate.” Primary
sulfate aerosol is a directly emitted sulfate particle generally resulting from combustion of a fuel
containing sulfur. The emissions associated with each of the three categories of aerosol can be
“traced” by following the lines from left to right.
The percent contribution for two of the three categories is resolved from the 2018b PSAT
modeled output. Although the PSAT modeling doesn’t allow for determining the percent
contribution of primary sulfate, it is assumed to be a small contributor relative to secondary
sulfate. Comparing the 2018 PRP emission inventory for Colorado primary sulfate (~1,500 tpy)
with 2018 PRP statewide SO2 emissions (~69,500 tpy) indicates that this assumption is
reasonable.
Table 2 provides sulfate PSAT model output for five source categories and a separate category
for outside the model domain (OD). OD represents the contribution at the edge of model
domain, which is slightly different than the Boundary Conditions – International (BCI) that

includes OD along with impacts from Canada, Pacific Ocean (PO), and Mexico. The source
types of interest are the columns in green and blue. Prior to the green column is “SReg”
indicating the source region. As denoted in light green, the natural secondary sulfate
contribution (~3%) is assumed from the biogenic concentrations for all source regions, except
OD. The WRAP PSAT modeling did not apportion OD by source category, so it is assumed to
be a separate category. Denoted in blue, the anthropogenic secondary sulfate contribution
(~97%) is determined by adding all point, area and mobile sources for all source regions, except
OD. Denoted in tan, the relative contributions for BCI, Colorado and Other States categories are
determined by adding the concentrations for each respective category and dividing by the sum
total concentration. Denoted in bright maroon, the Colorado share of contribution for mobile
(4.7%), area (4.7%), and point (88.4%) is determined by dividing each respective category by the
total state concentration.
Table 2:

Sulfate PSAT modeling for 20% worst days at GRSA

Based on the SOx emissions inventory in Table 3, it is important to note that although the PSAT
modeling above identifies both natural fire and biogenic as sources of natural secondary sulfate,
only natural fire is implicated since biogenic emissions are zero.
Table 3:

Colorado SO2 emission inventory for 2002 and 2018

Referencing the right side of Figure 1, the statewide emission inventory information for various
categories and subcategories of emission sources are listed including total statewide gaseous SO2
along with the change in emissions from 2002 to 2018. For example, point source SO2
emissions using 2018 PRP projections are 56,978 tons per year, which is a 42% reduction from
the 2002 estimates. The state level apportionment, source categories and subcategories are
sorted top-down by level of significance.
Further to the right on Figure 1, subcategories of point and area sources are listed based on
information from the Stationary Source Pivot Table and Area Source Pivot Table respectively.

Both pivot tables are MS EXCEL workbooks that include WRAP state level emissions of various
pollutants sorted by Source Classification Code (SCC) that can be found on the WRAP website
under the Stationary Sources Joint Forum (SSJF) at the following link:
http://www.wrapair.org/forums/ssjf/pivot.html
Several levels of SCC detail can be determined depending on how the pivot table is sorted.
Tables 4 and 5 provide different summary levels of aggregation for the 2018 PRP SO2 emissions
for Colorado point and area sources.
Table 4:

Colorado point source pivot table for 2018 PRP SO2 emission inventory

Table 5:

Colorado area source pivot table for 2018 PRP SO2 emission inventory

Nitrate Emissions Trace
Area and mobile sources can be significant contributors to nitrate impacts at a particular CIA
depending on proximity of NOx emissions. Figure 2 illustrates an example nitrate ET for GRSA
that is based on PRP emission projections for 2018. Since the WRAP performed state level
PSAT modeling for both sulfate and nitrate, the explanation of the nitrate ET is comparable to
sulfate, except that NOx emissions are the underlying contributor to nitrate.
Figure 2: 2018 PRP nitrate emissions trace for GRSA

Organic Carbon Emissions Trace
Throughout most of the west, the majority of organic carbon originates from natural fire
secondary organic aerosols (SOA) and primary organic aerosols (POA) with some contributions
from area source primary organic aerosols. Organic carbon is probably the most complex
visibility impairing pollutant because of the number of organic species and possible interactions
with other pollutants including ozone. Figure 3 illustrates an example OC ET for GRSA that is
based on PRP emission projections for 2018.

Figure 3: 2018 PRP OC emissions trace for GRSA

The WRAP did limited OC PSAT modeling to determine the attribution of natural and
anthropogenic sources for both primary and secondary aerosols that is presented in Table 6.
Table 6:

GRSA OC PSAT for 2018b emission inventory

The WRAP considered full PSAT modeling for OC but it was judged as too expensive and time
consuming to be practical, so the WEP tool was created as a cost effective gap-filling analysis
technique that provides a reasonable approximation of apportionment. An updated OC PSAT
using the 2018PRP emission inventory is not in the WRAP’s work plan, so the 2018b OC PSAT
is the most current information available.
The state level OC apportionment is determined by using the OC WEP for POA and VOC WEP
for SOA. Table 7 provides the OC WEP data used to determine the state level and source
category POA apportionment in Figure 3 above. The state groupings and source categories
highlighted in yellow below identify the top 4 contributors to primary aerosol.

Table 7:

GRSA OC WEP for 2018PRP emission inventory

A similar VOC WEP table using the 2018b emission inventory was previously available on the
WRAP TSS, but recent website updates apparently have removed access to this information.
Generally, anthropogenic VOC is typically a small contributor to OC visibility impairment, so
lack of VOC WEP information probably isn’t significant. Table 8 provides the VOC WEP data
used to determine the state level and source category SOA apportionment in Figure 3 above.
The VOC WEP estimates natural SOA (denoted in green) at about 87%, which is pretty close to
≈80% estimate produced from the OC PSAT modeling listed in Figure 3.
Table 8:

GRSA OC WEP for 2018PRP emission inventory

Table 9 provides the OC emission inventory data that is associated with primary aerosols, and
the VOC emission inventory data that is associated with secondary aerosols. Similar to Tables 4
and 5, point and area source VOC emissions can be determined from MS EXCEL pivot tables.
Primary OC is not inventoried by Colorado, so OC SCC specific data isn’t available in the pivot
tables.
Table 9:

Colorado OC and VOC 2018PRP emission inventories

Elemental Carbon Emissions Trace
Elemental carbon is produced during the combustion of carbonaceous fuels and is very effective
at absorbing light. Figure 4 illustrates an example EC ET for GRSA that is based on PRP
emission projections for 2018.
Unlike sulfate, nitrate and OC, PSAT modeling was not done for EC, so the EC WEP tool is
used to determine state apportionment and source categories similar to the OC WEP data listed
in Table 7. Colorado doesn’t inventory EC emissions, so SCC specific data isn’t available in the
pivot tables.
Figure 4: 2018 PRP EC emissions trace for GRSA

Fine Soil Emissions Trace
Fine soil measured at the IMPROVE monitor is determined from captured fine particles of
aluminum, silica, calcium, iron and titanium that are assumed to come from wind blown dust,
fugitive dust and road dust. The WEP analysis uses emission inventory information for fine
particulate matter (PM <2.5 μm in diameter), which probably doesn’t directly correspond to fine
soil thereby creating some uncertainty in sources and effective control measures. Figure 5
illustrates an example Fine Soil ET for GRSA that is based on PRP emission projections for
2018.

Figure 5: 2018 PRP Fine Soil emissions trace for GRSA

The fine PM WEP tool is used to determine state apportionment and source categories similar to
the OC WEP data listed in Table 7. Colorado will begin to inventory fine PM emissions next
year; although it appears that the correlation between inventoried fine PM and monitored fine
soil is poor. Therefore it is unlikely that potential controllable fine soil source categories can be
identified through a fine PM emission inventory process.
Coarse Mass Emissions Trace
Coarse mass is defined as the difference between PM10 and PM2.5 measured at the IMPROVE
monitor. The WEP analysis uses the coarse portion of PM to apportion state level impacts and
contributing source categories. Figure 6 illustrates an example CM ET for GRSA that is based
on PRP emission projections for 2018.

Figure 6: 2018 PRP Coarse Mass emissions trace for GRSA

Looking at the above Colorado source categories, it appears that windblown and fugitive dust
comprises the majority of CM emissions.
Conclusions
The Colorado Emissions Trace provides a compact consolidation of a vast array of complex
technical information into a simplified graphical display for the six visibility impairing
pollutants. The ET provides clarity on which pollutants and source categories are significant
along with apportionment of state level impacts. Moreover, the ET is designed to provide a
quick high-level summary for each Class I area of what is known and the limitations for each
pollutant along with the modeling and tools used to support the technical analysis. In the
Regional Haze process, where consultation with federal land managers and coordination with
nearby states is required, the ET can be helpful since so much technical information can
summarized into a few pages. The ET can be easily updated with new modeling or data because
the ET is generated in a spreadsheet that can be interlinked with other information.
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